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Jonathan Witte: #WELSfamous
After an interview with WELSTech, sophomore MLC student Jonathan
Witte (WLA / Faith-Fond du Lac WI) is a little bit famous.
WELSTech, an organization that explores the use of technology to share
the gospel, asked Jon about his advanced work with photography
equipment, which has provided extraordinary photos for MLC’s social
media and print publications, including this one.
This year, Jon initiated the addition of a DJI Phantom 2 Quadcopter, a
remote-controlled flying device that takes aerial shots (pictured). The
GPS-channeled drone sends him a live feed of the footage captured by the
GoPro camera inside. He can snap photos the second he sees what he
wants. It’s just another way Jon is fulfilling his personal mission: “To
show off MLC to the world through my pictures and videos as the
gorgeous and fun campus that it is.”
Watch Jon’s full interview at welstech.wels.net (episode 376). Then visit
mlc-wels.edu for a link to a new virtual tour of the campus!

Students “Shake It Off” at Dance Fitness
Students flock to the MLC fitness center every Tuesday night for dance fitness, a new
class taught by junior Allison Bovee (MVL / St. John-New Ulm MN). An avid dancer,
Allison choreographs new routines for class-goers to step, jump, and twist to. “It gives
me a chance to share something I love doing with a lot of other people,” she said.
Every week, about 45 MLC students join her in dancing to songs by Taylor Swift, Bruno
Mars, and many more. While past MLC zumba classes have been Latin-inspired, this
class adds a 2015 pop/hip hop twist.
“I love dance fitness,” said Christina Hussman (FVL / St Paul-Hortonville WI). “It gives
me a chance to have fun with my friends while being active!”
In addition to lots of classes, MLC’s fitness center offers plenty of cardio equipment, free
weights, and pretty much anything you might need to keep in shape. It’s open 5:30 am to
midnight weekdays, with slightly shorter hours on weekends.
Pictured: Allison Bovee leads a routine to Taylor Swift’s “Shake It Off.”

